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[1] The ages of large impact craters on the Moon can be estimated by measuring the size-frequency distribution of smaller craters superimposed on their ejecta, but applying this method to individual craters under $3 km in diameter remains difficult due to their limited areal extent. The ejecta blankets of fresh lunar impact craters are expressed as halos of optical and radar bright material that gradually fade with time. Although compositional differences make inferring crater ages from optical albedo problematic, radar is less sensitive to composition and thus may provide a more reliable means of estimating age. In this work, we use radar data from the Miniature Radio Frequency (Mini-RF) instrument on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) to characterize the radar backscatter of large numbers of ejecta blankets. By analyzing the size-frequency distribution of these craters, we show that the lifetime of the radar-bright discontinuous ejecta blanket varies with crater diameter in a predictable way for craters with diameters between 0.45 and 5 km. Absolute ages of individual craters can then be estimated by combining this empirically derived model with estimates of the relative degradation state of each individual crater. The lifetimes of radar-bright discontinuous ejecta blankets are significantly shorter in the highlands than the maria, although this is likely due to local topography, creating difficulties in applying the method to the highlands. The cosmic ray exposure age of South Ray Crater, a fresh crater visited by Apollo 16, provides confirmation of these results. This method therefore provides a new way to accurately date small, fresh craters using the Mini-RF data set. 
Introduction
[2] Attempts at dating individual lunar craters too small for traditional crater counting (under $3 km in diameter) have thus far achieved only limited success. While craters can be classified into different age categories based on their morphology, quantifying these differences using visible imagery has proven elusive [Trask, 1971; Swann and Reed, 1974] . However, optical imagery is not our only choice for observing the Moon. Fresh impact craters also have distinctive radar signatures due to their rough ejecta, and prior work has attempted to quantify the lifetime of these effects [e.g., Thompson et al., 1981] . Here we extend these results and present an improved dating system for small fresh lunar craters that uses new data from the Miniature Radio Frequency (Mini-RF) instrument on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO).
[3] Using Earth-based 3.8 cm (X-band) radar in combination with infrared data, Thompson et al. [1974 Thompson et al. [ , 1981 determined that the radar-bright halos surrounding nearside craters in radar mosaics [Lincoln Laboratory, 1968; Zisk et al., 1974] represent fresher ejecta retained around more recent craters, ejecta that have yet to be completely erased by micrometeorite bombardment. Using the measured sizefrequency distribution of Oceanus Procellarum as a reference surface (Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, 1980) , Thompson et al. [1981] produced a model of 3.8 cm (X-band) halo lifetime as a function of crater diameter. For a 4 km crater, the 3.8 cm halo lifetime is estimated to be 130(+50/À40) Ma.
[4] We expand upon the work of Thompson et al. [1981] using new high-resolution data from the Mini-RF instrument on LRO to estimate the 12.6 cm (S-Band) halo lifetimes for lunar craters with D $0.45 to 5 km. We apply crater-counting techniques to model the discontinuous ejecta blanket lifetime as a function of crater diameter. From the statistical distribution of discontinuous ejecta diameters, we develop a relationship between the discontinuous ejecta diameter and the percentage of its discontinuous ejecta lifetime the crater has undergone. By combining these two estimates, we derive the ages of individual craters.
Background

Previous Age Determination Methods
[5] Traditional methods of inferring age using the sizefrequency distribution of superposed impact craters are difficult to apply to individual small craters. Since establishing chronology is still one of the most important aspects of geology, several alternative methods have been proposed to accomplish this task. These methods can be categorized into two basic types: (1) methods that assign age based on crater morphologic parameters, and (2) those that assign age based on the degradation state of optically bright ejecta. Both types of methods have their limitations. In the former category, the fact that craters become progressively more degraded and shallower with time due to continued impact bombardment has been used to classify Copernican craters into an evolutionary sequence [Trask, 1971] . Although attempts have been made to calibrate this classification scheme using craters of known ages [e.g., Swann and Reed, 1974] , such attempts have been hampered by the qualitative nature of the degradation state assessment (and particularly by differences in illumination conditions). A more recent variation on this theme using topographic profiles of the crater shows more promise [Craddock and Howard, 2000] , but the diffusive erosion used to model crater profile evolution may not fully account for all of the physical processes that affect high slopes (i.e., those exceeding $25 [Soderblom and Lebofsky, 1972] ).
[6] The second method to estimate crater ages uses spectroscopic data to infer the degree of maturity of crater ejecta. For example, Lucey et al. [2000] and Grier et al. [2001] developed an optical maturity parameter (OMAT) that encapsulates variations in the degree of space weathering of a surface. Although Grier et al. [2001] were able to classify Copernican and Late Erathosenian crater ejecta into several degradation categories, they were unable to constrain how long it would take craters of varying sizes to progress between these stages. Improved spatial and spectral resolution from the Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M 3 ) may help improve maturity quantification [e.g., Nettles et al., 2011] , although much work remains to refine the maturity ages assigned to impact ejecta in different terrain types.
Mini-RF Instrument Characteristics
[7] Mini-RF is a lightweight synthetic aperture radar (SAR) with two wavelengths in the X-and S-Bands (4.2 and 12.6 cm, respectively) and a spatial resolution of 30 m (zoom mode) and 150 m (baseline mode) [Raney, 2007; Bussey et al., 2007; Nozette et al., 2010] . In this work, we use the 12.6 cm (S-Band) zoom mode exclusively, presenting the data as S1 Stokes polarization parameter images, which represent total backscatter cross section. Although composition and surface topography are important, the dominant factor affecting the total radar backscatter is roughness on the scale of the wavelength of the radar. Effectively, a 12.6 cm Mini-RF total backscatter image measures the roughness of the surface and near subsurface at scales of centimeters to decimeters, permitting detection of the blocky ejecta blankets around fresh craters. Because Mini-RF images have a constant incidence angle of 48 , the sensitivity to ejecta blankets does not vary from image to image, making Mini-RF an ideal tool for quantifying the ages of individual craters.
Methods
Definition of the Discontinuous Ejecta Lifetime
[8] In order to avoid confusion about the precise location of the boundary between the continuous and discontinuous ejecta, we define the discontinuous ejecta as beginning at a distance of four crater radii from the crater center (3 crater radii from the rim). The discontinuous ejecta lifetime, therefore, is defined as the time required for the radar-bright halo representing the discontinuous ejecta blanket to fade to a diameter of four crater diameters. It is equal to the age of a crater whose discontinuous ejecta blanket has faded to four crater diameters.
Crater Counts
[9] We created a database of craters by counting three separate focus regions: a highlands region including Mini-RF radar swaths from the farside in orbits 2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 3124, and 3125 (161.8 W to 156.1 W and 47.9 S to 24.0 N); a selection of randomly chosen strips in the maria, where only the mare portions of the strips were used; and a broad, dominantly highlands focus region selected from LRO orbit numbers, which ranged from 2400 to 2463 (Figure 1 and auxiliary material) . 1 In the highlands and mare focus regions, craters were counted if they met two criteria: (1) a diameter ≥0.45 km and (2) a radar-bright halo diameter ≥4 crater diameters. To focus on tightening the error bars for the larger craters, craters in the broader search region were only counted if their diameters were ≥1.0 km. In some cases, only portions of craters that met the inclusion criteria were visible, and these were included if the craters' centers were present on the images being examined. For each crater, we recorded the mean diameter of the ejecta blanket, excluding the dark gaps between the rays in the discontinuous blanket. These searches were performed with the Qview viewer in the ISIS software package [Anderson et al., 2004] .
Discontinuous Ejecta Lifetime Estimation From Crater Counting
[10] To estimate 12.6 cm halo lifetimes, we followed the R-plot methodology used by Thompson et al. [1981] , laid out by the Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group [Arvidson et al., 1979] , and refined by Ivanov et al. [2001] , Neukum et al. [2001] , and Michael and Neukum [2010] . These analyses were conducted on three different data sets: the maria data, the highlands data, and the maria and highlands data combined. The craters in our data set were binned into six logarithmic bins according to crater diameter. For each bin, the frequency of craters in the bin was estimated by calculating the R parameter [Arvidson et al., 1979] :
where D represents the geometric mean of the crater diameters in the bin, N the number of craters in the bin, A the area searched, and D max and D min the edges of the bin. The errors in the R values were determined following equation (2) [Arvidson et al., 1979] :
[11] To derive ages, calculated R values were compared with the lunar production function, which gives expected R values for a particular diameter at a given age (Figure 2 ). Michael and Neukum [2010] derived an expression for a polynomial fit to the lunar production function:
where D is the diameter and the a n numbers are coefficients given in Neukum et al. [2001] based on crater counts by Ivanov et al. [2001] . values for a n provide the 1 Ga production function. Assuming a constant cratering rate over the past 1 Ga allows a set of R isochrons to be produced, with R scaling linearly with time. The production function for 500 Ma is simply half the 1 Ga production function, the 250 Ma production function is simply a quarter of the 1 Ga production function, etc.
[12] Because ejecta blanket lifetimes are thought to increase with crater diameter [Thompson et al., 1981] , determining the lifetimes of the 12.6 cm radar halos visible in Mini-RF images can be thought of as dating a surface whose apparent age varies with crater diameter. On a normal surface, the R values for the various bins should all fall on or close to one isochron if the age does not vary with diameter. However, if the halo lifetime varies as a function of crater diameter, the R values will not all fall on the same isochron. Following the procedure established by Thompson et al. [1981] , we estimate the lifetime of the discontinuous ejecta blanket by determine the ratio of craters in a given bin to the 1 Ga reference curve (assuming a linear production rate with time):
Equation (4) was used to convert predicted, minimum, and maximum R values to predicted, minimum, and maximum lifetimes. These lifetime values were fit to an equation of the form:
where a and b are constants, l h is the discontinuous halo lifetime in Ga, and D c is the crater diameter in km ( Figure 3 ). This equation predicts the discontinuous halo lifetime from the crater diameter.
Age Determination
[13] Using equation (5), the age of a crater whose halo has faded to four crater diameters can be calculated from the crater diameter. Equation (5), however, is not sufficient to calculate the age of a crater whose ejecta blanket has not yet faded to four crater diameters. In order to calculate the age of Plots of the log of R versus the log of diameter (in km). The R parameter values for the maria, highlands, and combined data are plotted over isochrons extrapolated from polynomial fits Michael and Neukum, 2010 ] to a crater size-frequency distribution by Ivanov et al. [2001] (see section 3 for details).
a halo crater with an arbitrary halo diameter, we use the following equation:
where t represents the age, D h represents the halo diameter in km, D c represents the crater diameter in km, l h (D c ) represents the discontinuous halo lifetime in years as a function of D c (as given by equation (5)), and f l represents the a quantity we name the "lifetime fraction," which is a function of D h /D c . The lifetime fraction is defined as the fraction of its discontinuous halo lifetime that a given crater has lived through. For example, if a crater has a discontinuous halo lifetime of 100 Ma and an age of 25 Ma, it has lived through 25% of its discontinuous halo lifetime, and its lifetime fraction is 0.25. Similarly, if a crater has a discontinuous halo lifetime of 50 Ma and an age of 40 Ma, it has lived through 80% of its discontinuous halo lifetime, and its lifetime fraction is 0.8.
[14] In order to calculate the lifetime fraction, we ranked all the halo craters in our sample by D h /D c , which is equivalent to the halo diameter expressed in units of crater diameters. Assuming that craters with larger halo diameters are fresher, we estimated the f l value of a given crater from the fraction of craters that had larger halo diameters. For instance, if 20% of the craters in our sample craters have larger values of D h /D c than the crater in question, f l will be 0.2 for that particular crater. In order to calculate the lifetime fraction of an arbitrary crater outside of our sample, we plotted a normalized cumulative distribution of all the craters in our data set against D h /D c ( Figure 4 ). With this formulation, equation (6) can be used to calculate the age of any given crater from its values of D h and D c .
Results
Morphology of Ejecta Blankets
[15] Analysis of the 214 radar bright halo craters in our study areas has revealed several trends. First, we observe a wide range of halo diameter to crater diameter (D h /D c ) values, a range we infer to be an evolutionary sequence as halos gradual change with time. Figure 5 shows eight different craters in varying states of halo degradation, ranked by Table 2 for the equations of the fits. The errors of lifetimes extrapolated from the fit are the higher of the errors from the confidence bands or the errors of the fits to the minimum and maximum values. . The halo lifetime fraction plotted against halo diameter (given in units of crater diameters) for the maria, highlands, and combined (average) data. The halo lifetime fraction is the fraction of a crater's lifetime that it has thus far undergone, and is equal to the halo diameter fraction, the fraction of craters with larger halo diameters. For example, for a highlands crater with a halo of $6 crater diameters, $20% of craters have larger halo diameters, so $20% of craters are less far along in their lifetimes, so the halo is $20% of the way through its lifetime. Essentially, this plot shows the cumulative distribution of halo diameters.
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halo diameter (in units of crater diameters) from freshest to most degraded. All of the craters in Figure 5 are from the Mare Serenitatis focus region, where the relatively flat background topography minimizes topographic distortion of the ejecta blankets, a common complication in the highlands.
[16] Representing the freshest of craters, the crater in Figure 5a has a halo diameter of 12 crater diameters, the second-largest halo in Mare Serenitatis. It was selected as the archetype of a pristine halo crater because it shows an extremely elevated peak radar backscatter of À1 dB (see Figure 6 for radially averaged radar backscatter profiles of the craters in Figure 5 ). These "ultra-bright" craters with peak halo radar backscatters in excess of À3 dB are relatively rare, with only a few examples observed in our survey. However, a number of these craters were observed at diameters below the diameter cutoff of 0.45 km.
[17] Figure 5a shows a clear dichotomy between the continuous and the discontinuous ejecta and distinct radial lineations in the discontinuous ejecta. The subsequent craters in the sequence show gradually decreasing halo diameters. As halo diameter decreases, radial lineations characteristic of the discontinuous halo become more subdued (compare Figure 5e to Figure 5f ). As the crater ages, the once-clear continuousdiscontinuous dichotomy grows progressively subtler. By the time the crater reaches the degradation state of Figure 5h , only the faintest hints of the discontinuous halo can be detected.
Average Radar-Bright Halo Lifetimes
[18] The results of the maria, highlands, and combined crater counts are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the crater counts converted into discontinuous halo lifetimes using equation (4). The fit to the data plotted in Figure 3 produced an equation that gives the discontinuous halo lifetime as a function of the crater diameter in km: 
where l h is the discontinuous halo lifetime in Ga and D c is the crater diameter in km. The parameters of the fits are given in Table 2 .
[19] A fundamental observed property of discontinuous ejecta blankets on the Moon is that their radar-bright halo lifetime scales with crater size. Halos around larger craters last longer than halos around smaller craters. For instance, a 0.5 km crater in the maria has a predicted discontinuous halo lifetime of 21 þ12 À9 Ma, while a 1.0 km crater in the maria has a predicted discontinuous halo lifetime of 61 þ35 À27 Ma.
Ages of Individual Radar Bright Halo Craters
[20] Once we have established the nominal lifetime of a radar bright halo for a given crater size, we can estimate the crater's age by measuring D h /D c , the halo diameter to crater diameter ratio (as discussed in section 3.4). The results are given in Figure 4 as a cumulative distribution, where the number of occurrences at or above a given value of D h /D c are plotted. Using this empirical distribution, equation (6) can be used to estimate the age of a crater given measurements of the halo diameter and crater diameter. In the lifetime fraction function shown in Figure 4 , the outer edges of the halo fade much more quickly than the inner regions. After half its lifetime, the diameter of a discontinuous halo will have shrunk to $5 crater diameters. It takes the rest of its discontinuous halo lifetime to fade to 4 crater diameters.
Comparison With South Ray Crater
[21] Apollo 16 returned samples from the 680 m diameter South Ray crater. Several samples of presumed South Ray crater soil were dated at more than 100 Ma [McKay and Heiken, 1973] , but the $2 Ma cosmic ray exposure age of rock samples from the ejecta probably represents the true age of South Ray crater [Kirsten et al., 1973; McKay and Heiken, 1973; Behrmann et al., 1973; Arvidson et al., 1975; Eugster, 1999] . Eugster [1999] placed the tightest constraint on the age at 2.01 AE 0.10 Ma. Mini-RF did not image South Ray Figure 5 . The following example images show a progression from fresh to degraded radar-bright discontinuous ejecta blankets. The halo diameters are shown in dashed lines. (a) A Mini-RF S1 image of a pristine ultra-bright halo crater with a diameter of 0.45 km and a halo diameter of 5.4 km or 12 crater diameters. Its age is estimated at 0.45(+0.47/À0.37) Ma, and it is located at (32.3427 N, 18.6222 E). PDS tag: LSZ_01385_2S1_EKU_33N018_V1. (b) A Mini-RF S1 image of a very fresh crater with a diameter of 0.77 km and a halo diameter of 6.5 km or 8.4 crater diameters. Its estimated age is 5.0(+4.7/À2.5) Ma, and it is located at (27.2762 N, 17 .6392 E). PDS tag: LSZ_02608_2S1_EKU_22N017_V1. (c) A Mini-RF S1 image of a fresh crater with a diameter of 0.52 km and a halo diameter of 3.7 km or 7.1 crater diameters. Its estimated age is 4.3(+5.5/ À2.3) Ma, and it is located at (35.4555 N, 16 .9565 E). PDS tag: LSZ_02609_2S1_EKU_32N017_V1. (d) A Mini-RF S1 image of a fresh crater with a diameter of 0.45 km and a halo diameter of 2.9 km or 6.4 crater diameters. Its estimated age is 5.0(+5.9/À3.2) Ma, and it is located at (25.4016 N, 15 .4063 E). PDS tag: LSZ_02610_2S1_EKU_32N016_. (e) A Mini-RF S1 image of a fresh crater with a diameter of 0.50 km and a halo diameter of 3.0 km or 6.0 crater diameters. Its estimated age is 7.1(+7.9/À4.2) Ma, and it is located at (35.8426 N, 15 .8602 E). PDS tag: LSZ_02610_2S1_EKU_32N016_V1. (f) A Mini-RF S1 image of a fresh crater with a diameter of 1.36 km and a halo diameter of 8.1 km or 6.0 crater diameters. Its estimated age is 37(+25/À20) Ma, and it is located at (22.6431 N, 17.3158 E). PDS tag: LSZ_02608_2S1_ EKU_22N017_V1. (g) A Mini-RF S1 image of a moderately fresh crater with a diameter of 0.51 km and a halo diameter of 2.5 km or 4.9 halo diameters. Its estimated age is 12.5(+13.5/À7.1) Ma, and it is located at (28.8073 N, 18 .0082 E). PDS tag: LSZ_02081_2S1_EKU_34N018_V1. (h) A Mini-RF S1 image of a moderately fresh crater with a diameter of 0.85 km and a halo diameter of 3.6 km or 4.2 crater diameters. It has faded to the point where the discontinuous ejecta with their faint lineations are only barely visible around the fringes of the halo. This crater is only barely fresh enough to have been counted in our sample. Its estimated age is 39(+43/À20) Ma, and it is located at (22.6209 N, 11.3738 E). PDS tag: LSZ_01740_2S1_EKU_20N011_V1. Figure 6 . Mean radial brightness profiles of the craters in Figures 5a-5h . These profiles show S1 total backscatter. They were calculated from images without the gamma stretch used in the displayed images.
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crater, but it did capture a portion of the eastern ejecta (Figure 7a) . By overlaying the Mini-RF data on a LROC NAC low-sun image, the diameter of the halo can be roughly estimated at 5.75 AE 0.5 km (8.46 AE 0.74 crater diameters). LROC NAC high-sun imagery confirms the presence of a fresh discontinuous halo (Figure 7b ). Using the whole Moon model, this halo diameter estimate yields an age of 1:94 þ1:84 À0:90
Ma, consistent with the radiometric age of 2.01 AE 0.10 Ma [Eugster, 1999] . South Ray crater, however, is located in a relatively flat region of the highlands. There is a strong dichotomy between the lifetimes reported for the maria and the highlands, but it is not clear whether this is due to lithology, topography, or a combination of the two factors (see section 5.2). As a result, it is not clear whether a relatively flat region of the highlands should be treated as an ordinary highlands region or a combination of the highlands and the maria. The predicted South Ray age for the highlands is 0:35 þ0:70 À0:18 Ma, and the predicted South Ray age for the maria is 4:02 þ4:79 À2:41 Ma).
[22] South Ray crater provides an example of the main pitfall of using optical imagery to quantify ejecta extent, that ejecta extent in optical images varies dramatically with incidence angle. For example, a high sun image (Figure 7b ) shows a slightly higher ejecta extent than the radar, and a low-sun image (Figure 7a ) shows a significantly lower ejecta extent than the radar. Mini-RF data, on the other hand, have a consistent look angle of 48 .
Discussion
Geologic Interpretation of Radar-Bright Halos 5.1.1. Source of Surface Roughness
[23] Using a combination of radar, thermal, and optical data, Thompson et al. [1981] determined that the radar-bright , where a and b are constants, l h is the discontinuous halo lifetime in Ga, and d c is the crater diameter in km.
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halos are caused by a combination of increased surface roughness and blockiness from the ejecta blankets that surround fresh lunar craters. In situ observations by Apollo astronauts of fresh craters like North Ray, South Ray, and Cone craters indicate that decimeter-scale blocks are the dominant component of surface roughness [Swann and Reed, 1974; Schultz, 1976] . In very fresh craters, such as the Station 9 crater at Apollo 15, Apollo astronauts observed regolith breccias in the ejecta blankets, but these features were not common in more degraded ejecta blankets [Rancitelli et al., 1972] . In the continuous ejecta blanket, a "dunefield" morphology associated with debris flow contributes to surface roughness, but this does not extend to the discontinuous portion of the ejecta blanket [Schultz, 1976] . Secondary craters also contribute to the surface roughness of the ejecta blanket, but the frequency of secondaries drops off dramatically with distance from the crater rim, so they are predominantly located on the continuous blanket [e.g., Zanetti et al., 2012] . Furthermore, there is little evidence of decimeterscale secondaries of the abundance necessary to produce the observed backscatter. Thus, the blocks of the ejecta blanket are most likely the dominant component of the surface roughness that causes the radar-bright halos.
Lunar Erosion Processes
[24] For a rock on the lunar surface, there are three components to erosion. When impacting micrometeorites are very small with respect to the scale of the target rock, they create microscopic craters, gradually removing material from the surface and wearing the rock down by abrasion [Ashworth, 1978] . When the impacting particles are large enough, they will be powerful enough to shatter the rock into fragments in a process known as catastrophic rupture [Ashworth, 1978] . A third component to lunar erosion is sputtering, where individual cosmic rays and solar wind ions blast tiny numbers of atoms from the surface of the rock [McKay et al., 1991] . McDonnell et al. [1977] developed a computer model to simulate the cumulative effects of these three erosion processes on destruction of lunar rocks of varying sizes. They concluded that sputtering is the dominant erosive process for microscopic regolith grains, and catastrophic rupture is the dominant erosive process for lunar rocks and soil particles with diameters above 0.1 mm. Because the particles affected by sputtering are too small to be detected by 12.6 cm radar, catastrophic rupture is the main cause of the dimming of radar-bright ejecta blankets over geologic time.
[25] The lifetimes predicted by equations (7)- (9) are consistent with rock lifetime estimates produced by catastrophic rupture models [McDonnell et al., 1977] , which predict lifetimes around $5-10 Ma for blocks on the order of $10 cm. McDonnell et al. [1977] predict that the lifetime will be roughly proportional to the block diameter for decimeterscale blocks. Combined with deeper ejecta, this effect is most likely the cause of the increase in discontinuous halo lifetime in craters of increasing diameter (because larger craters produce larger blocks [Housen, 1988] ).
[26] Most ejecta blankets are emplaced on relatively flat surfaces where downslope erosion is negligible. However, in the highlands, there is considerable km-scale surface topography [Rosenburg et al., 2011] , and many ejecta blankets are emplaced on hillslopes. Lunar downslope erosion is typically modeled as diffusive [e.g., Craddock and Howard, 2000] , but landslides occur as well [Bart, 2007] . Under the diffusive model, the ejecta material on high slopes will be moved downslope, and ejecta material in topographic lows will be covered up by new material deposited by gravity from further up the slope. These processes will seriously disrupt the ejecta blankets, particularly around small craters.
Highlands/Maria Dichotomy
[27] Our results indicate substantial differences between the degradation of ejecta blankets in the maria and the highlands. Discontinuous ejecta blankets in the maria have longer radar-bright halo lifetimes than their counterparts in the highlands, and their lifetime fraction functions have different shapes. There are three main differences between the maria and the highlands: lithology, age, and topography. The effect of lithology on catastrophic rupture has not been studied, so the effect is unknown. However, due to the higher age and longer exposure to bombardment, the regolith is deeper in the highlands, and the bedrock is more heavily fractured and brecciated [Wilcox et al., 2005] , likely rendering ejecta blocks in the highlands more prone to catastrophic rupture. Topography creates two separate complications. The first complication is an observational bias. Topography increases surface roughness and creates a higher background level of radar returns, which may make it more difficult to discern the boundary of the ejecta blanket. Additionally, topography can create significant distortions in the radar image, adding to the likelihood that an otherwise visible halo might not be observed. Undercounting of craters due to distortions and elevated background from topography would likely be concentrated in smaller craters because those craters are more difficult to detect. The relative underabundance of highlands craters is greater for craters in the smallest bin, which is consistent with topography-induced human error. The second complication is that rougher topography enhances the rate of slope-dependent erosive processes, which could help explain why the discontinuous halos in the highlands appear to have shorter lifetimes. Although this factor may help explain why the distal portions of the highlands ejecta blankets appear to fade more quickly, this could also be due to persistent undercounting of halo diameters due to topography distortions. These additional concerns make the method considerably less accurate for the highlands than for the maria, and because much of the effect is likely due to topography, it is likely that the lifetimes of discontinuous halos in flat regions of the highlands are significantly higher than predicted by this method. In fact, in flat regions of the highlands, the age estimation model for the maria may be a more appropriate choice than the highlands age estimation model. This conclusion is supported by South Ray crater, a crater in a relatively flat region of the highlands whose known age, 2.01 AE 0.10 Ma, falls between the predicted highlands age, 0:35 þ0:70 À0:18 Ma, and the predicted maria age, 4:0 þ4:8 À2:4 Ma.
Comparison With Previous Results
[28] While the Apollo comparisons show that the 12.6 cm ages predicted by our model closely track the radiometrically determined ages for craters in the size range examined in our study, the model will not necessarily apply to craters significantly larger or smaller than those examined here. In particular, the relationship between halo lifetime and crater diameter may not apply to crater diameters under $300 m. At that size, the regolith depth ($8-32 m in Eratosthenian maria [Wilcox et al., 2005] ) becomes a significant fraction of the crater depth ($1/5 of the diameter of the crater [Pike, 1974] ), and the bedrock component that produces the decimeterscale blocks decreases in volume. Thus, our results should not be applied to regolith-dominated craters. However, they may be applied, albeit with some caution, to craters below our cutoff diameter of 450 m in regions with low regolith depths, such as mare regions (Nickerson et al., 2011) .
[29] To compare the Thompson et al. [1981] results to the data from the present study, it is necessary to apply the Michael and Neukum [2010] isochrons to the Thompson et al. [1981] data (Figure 8) . Although limited by a resolution of Figure 8 . Halo lifetime (in Ma) as a function of crater diameter derived from the Thompson et al. [1981] data reanalyzed using the Michael and Neukum [2010] isochrons instead of the Planetary Basaltic Volcanism Working Group [Hartmann et al., 1980] crater size-frequency model that Thompson et al. [1981] used. The dashed lines show lifetimes derived from the isochrons Michael and Neukum [2010] produced from the Ivanov et al. [2001] data set, and the solid lines show lifetimes derived from isochrons Michael and Neukum [2010] produced from the Neukum [1983] data set. For each set of lines, the middle curve is the predicted lifetime, the lower curve is the minimum lifetime, and the top curve is the maximum lifetime.
2 km/pixel, results from the Thompson et al. [1981] 3.8 cm radar survey imply that the halo lifetime reaches a plateau or decreases at crater diameters larger than $10 km. This is probably a combination of the effects of secondary craters and superimposed craters. As halo lifetime increases, the number of additional craters and their ejecta blankets superimposed on the ejecta blanket increases. This "crater superposition" erosion process occurs at a constant rate. Because small craters have shorter halo lifetimes, their halos will not last long enough for crater superposition to become significant. For larger craters with longer lifetimes, however, there is an increasing likelihood that the halo will last long enough for crater superposition to become significant. It may also be the case that fracturing of the bedrock prevents exceptionally large blocks from forming. Additionally, increasing ejecta thickness will no longer contribute to a longer radio halo lifetime when the discontinuous ejecta thickness exceeds the penetration depth of the radar, an effect that will be more pronounced with 3.8 cm data than 12.6 cm data.
[30] Earth-based 12.6 cm CPR observations of the large lunar craters Aristoteles (87 km) and Aristarchus (40 km) provide further evidence of different ejecta properties for large craters [Ghent et al., 2010] : The outer portion of the continuous ejecta blanket was actually depleted in decimeterscale blocks, forming a radar-dark halo stretching from $2.5 crater radii out to the beginning of the discontinuous ejecta blanket at $4 crater radii. Moreover, the outer extent of the discontinuous blanket was not clearly discernible, and Ghent et al. [2010] did not map it. The results of Ghent et al. [2010] and Thompson et al. [1981] strongly imply that the degradation behavior and ejecta properties of large craters differ significantly between large and small craters. Thus, the discontinuous halo lifetime model cannot be confidently applied to craters larger than $5 km, the upper limit of our largest bin.
Role of Secondary Craters
[31] Secondary craters are widely thought to dominate the diameter range used in this study because the crater sizefrequency distribution steepens with decreasing diameter [Guinness and Arvidson, 1977; Ivanov et al., 2001; Neukum et al., 2001; Michael and Neukum, 2010] , while dynamical models of the asteroid belt predict that the slope of the primary crater size-frequency distribution should remain constant at small crater diameters [Bottke et al., 2005] . There is a similar increase in cratering frequency for small craters on the asteroid Gaspra, whose gravity is too low to allow secondary cratering [Chapman et al., 1996] , but this may be due to the Baptistina collisional family [Bottke et al., 2007a] . Nearest-neighbor statistical analysis of Martian craters for lineations diagnostic of secondary craters (which often form in chains) confirms that the small crater region is dominated by secondaries [Rodrigue, 2011] . Furthermore, investigations of the rays of fresh Martian crater Zunil have estimated that it produced 10 7 secondaries in the 10-200 m diameter range [McEwen et al., 2005] .
[32] Because secondaries do not fall stochastically but lie in fields centered around their primaries, they do pose significant problems for dating via the crater counting method. If a region falls within a secondary field, its crater counts will be highly elevated. If it falls outside one, its crater counts will be depressed. For this reason, Guinness and Arvidson [1977] argue that crater counting cannot be used reliably for craters in a diameter range with significant numbers of secondaries. Because the diameter range studied here is probably dominated by secondaries, secondary cratering potentially represents a major source of error.
[33] Guinness and Arvidson [1977] , however, were examining small crater counting in the context of dating small, constrained regions like individual craters and their ejecta deposits. Selecting large focus regions that sample multiple locations on the Moon can somewhat reduce the effect of secondaries. There are large gaps in Mini-RF coverage between the images in the sample studied, so the spatial extent of the regions we sampled was much larger than the sum of the areas of the images used might suggest. Due to the extent of the area covered in each focus region, the highlands region and the Mare Serenitatis region, it is highly unlikely that a single secondary field would dominate the entirety of either focus region, much less both. Thus, the effect of secondary cratering on the large and widely distributed sample used in this study is considerably less problematic than it is for the small focus regions of Guinness and Arvidson [1977] .
[34] Distal secondaries can be found at considerable distances from their primaries. For example, Wells et al. [2010] identified Tycho (43.3 S, 11.2 W) secondaries in Newton A Crater (79.7 S, 19.7 W). Therefore, a number of the craters in this study may be secondaries of a primary at a distance of 1000 km or more. Because the non-stochastic distribution of secondaries is the primary reason that secondaries present a problem for crater age dating, distal secondaries (distributed moderately randomly over significant fractions of the Moon) are less likely to pose a significant problem. Secondary cratering, therefore, is most likely a major source of error in dating, but because the sample covers a very large region of the Moon, secondary cratering is less problematic than it would be in a study of a smaller region.
[35] Primary impactors hit the lunar surface with a root mean square velocity of 19.2 km/s [Stuart and Binzel, 2004] , but secondary lunar impactors must impact at velocities less than the Moon's escape velocity of 2.4 km/s. Due to this large velocity difference, it is possible that primary and secondary crater ejecta may have different radar properties. It has been suggested that secondary craters have lower depth/diameter ratios [Pike and Wilhelms, 1978] and less radially symmetric ejecta [Calef et al., 2009] with larger maximum continuous ejecta block sizes [Bart and Melosh, 2007] . Because the crater size fraction in our survey may be dominated by secondaries, this effect may present difficulties for applying our method to primary craters.
[36] However, South Ray crater shows that our model is at least broadly applicable to primary craters. There is considerable evidence that South Ray crater is a primary: The largest secondaries are typically 4% of the diameter of the primary [Allen, 1979] , so were it a secondary, South Ray's diameter of 680 m would imply that the diameter of its putative primary would need to be at least 17 km. Of the five large rayed lunar craters classified as "young" by optical maturity [Grier et al., 2001] , only Giordano Bruno is of an appropriate age, as determined by crater counts on its continuous ejecta [Morota et al., 2009] . Giordano Bruno is 2,800 km east-northeast of South Ray (heading of 54 ), and South Ray's strong zone of avoidance indicates that the impactor approached at an oblique angle of 20 (+10 /À5 ) from the south-southeast (heading of $205 ) [Gault and Wedekind, 1978] . Furthermore, the Allen [1979] primarysecondary diameter scaling relationship applies only to the largest secondary of a given primary. Because South Ray's obliquity reduced its crater diameter by a factor of 1.4-7.5 [Gault and Wedekind, 1978] , its maximum size should be smaller than the largest secondary of its putative primary by a factor of 1.4-7.5. Even assuming a diameter reduction factor as low as 1.4, Giordano Bruno would still have to be 24 km in diameter for South Ray to be one of its secondaries, slightly larger than its actual diameter of 22 km. Thus, we can be reasonably confident that South Ray is a primary crater and that our method is broadly applicable to primary craters in general.
[37] Wells et al. [2010] investigated Tycho secondaries with a distinctive ejecta morphology that might be diagnostic of secondary craters. The ejecta blankets of these secondaries, which were located in Newton and Newton A craters, composed a triangular region downrange of the crater. Were this class of ejecta blanket the norm in secondary craters, its dramatically different morphology would render our method inapplicable to secondaries. However, while Mini-RF observations of the Wells et al. [2010] W, located in image LSZ_02250_2S1_EKU_ 32S203_V1, probably Crookes secondaries). We excluded these craters from our sample because of their fundamentally different character, although their level of degradation was probably sufficient grounds for exclusion. Either the sample region only contains two secondaries, or not all secondaries have the Wells et al. [2010] ejecta morphology. We strongly prefer the second explanation because our size fraction is almost certainly dominated by secondaries (see above). The results of this study, therefore, are inconsistent with the possibility that the Wells et al. [2010] ejecta morphology is found in all secondary craters but do not rule out the conclusion that all craters with the Wells et al. [2010] characteristic morphology are secondaries. Thus, although our method cannot be used for craters with Wells et al. [2010] ejecta blankets, such craters do not appear common enough to pose a significant problem.
Potential Variations in the Impact Rate
[38] The lifetime calculations in this study rely on the assumption that the cratering rate has remained constant with time. However, justifying this assumption is difficult. A number of studies have suggested that the impact flux over the past $1 Ga has not been constant [e.g., Grieve, 1984; Baldwin, 1985; McEwen et al., 1997; Hartmann et al., 2007] . Even if the lunar impact rate can be treated as constant over long timescales (e.g., $Ga), it may vary significantly over short timescales as a result of collisions in the asteroid belt [Zappalà et al., 1998 ]. For example, forming at 160 þ30 À20 Ma, the Baptistina collisional family [Bottke et al., 2007b] is one of the factors most likely to affect the fresh crater counts. It has been interpreted as causing a twofold increase in the impact rate of km-scale asteroids over the past $100 million years, probably causing the 109 Ma Tycho impact on the Moon and the 65 Ma Chicxulub K-T boundary impact on the Earth [Bottke et al., 2007b] . Similarly, variations in interplanetary dust particle (IDP) flux at the Earth have been associated with the 8.3 AE 0.5 Ma Veritas asteroid family [Farley et al., 2006] . Due to its location in a dynamically stable region of the asteroid belt, the Veritas family is unlikely to deliver large impactors to the inner solar system. However, Poynting-Robertson drag and solar wind drag will deliver the dust produced in such collisions to the inner solar system, causing a spike in the micrometeorite impact rate without affecting the cratering rate [Farley et al., 2006] . Expanding the measurements of impact craters with radarbright halos may help elucidate some of these potential complicating effects.
Conclusions
[39] 1. Absolute ages of individual craters can be estimated by combining an empirically derived function for discontinuous halo lifetime with an empirically derived function quantifying what fraction of its lifetime a halo has so far undergone.
[40] 2. The predicted lifetimes of craters in the maria are longer than the predicted lifetimes of craters in the highlands. It is unclear whether these differences are due to topography, lithology, or some combination of the two.
[41] 3. The outer ejecta erode much more quickly than the inner ejecta.
[42] 4. The cosmic ray exposure age of South Ray Crater, which is located in a relatively flat region of the highlands, falls in between the predicted ages for the highlands and maria regions, supporting the interpretation that the lower lifetimes of highlands craters are due to topography.
[43] 5. Extreme caution must be used when extrapolating these results to craters with diameters outside the range of $0.45-3.0 km.
[44] 6. Secondary cratering, difficulties in halo diameter quantification, local lithology variations, variations in the impact rate, and variations in the erosion rate are all potential sources of error in the age estimates. However, previous methodologies for estimating ages of small lunar craters have even larger sources of error [e.g., Trask, 1971; Swann and Reed, 1974; Craddock and Howard, 2000; Grier et al., 2001] .
